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Abstract—We present yet another quasi-analytic model for an
optically amplified receiver, comprising an optical preamplifier,
an optical prefilter, a photodetector, and an electrical postfilter.
Due to the square-law nonlinearity and its interaction with the
linear pre- and postfilters, the understanding of this seemingly
simple structure has been elusive, gradually evolving over a suc-
cession of studies, culminating in the models by Lee and Shim and
Forestieri. Here we adopt a new approach to this old problem,
applying Volterra nonlinear theory to obtain fresh insight deriving
a simplified model streamlining the pseudoanalytic simulations.
Volterra series is a powerful mathematical tool for simulating
nonlinear systems, applied here to quadratic optical detection
in an unconventional way, by deriving a mixed frequency-time
representation, leading to a simple and compact quadratic form in
the combined signal-plus-noise signal spectra, albeit not compu-
tationally efficient. Next, Forestieri’s results, which used distinct
bases for the signal and noise, are rederived using the insightful
Volterra formalism. Finally, we reformulate the model using an
expansion of both signal and noise in a common harmonic basis
over a sliding window of duration equal to the ISI system memory.
This final version of the optically amplified receiver model is most
computationally efficient, provides the most compact description,
and lends itself to intuitive interpretation. Applications of the new
method include accurate determination of the bit error ratio of
amplitude-shift keying, frequency-shift keying, and differential
phase-shift keying transmission systems in the linear optical link
propagation regime, including the effects of dispersion and fully
accounting for intersymbol interference. The theory developed
here is naturally extensible to advanced optical equalization tech-
niques, involving Volterra nonlinear optoelectronic equalizers.

Index Terms—Amplitude-shift keying, bit error ratio, electrical
postdetection filter, electronic equalization, intersymbol interfer-
ence, optical amplification, optical communication, optical filter,
power spectrum, Volterra series.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE Volterra series (VS) is a well-established tool in non-
linear systems theory [1], [2]. As optical communication

media are replete with nonlinearities, it would only be natural
to consider the application of the VS techniques in the optical
transmission context. Indeed, VS techniques have found some
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use in modeling semiconductor laser dynamics [2]–[5] and re-
cently in nonlinear equalizer analysis and design [6], [7].

A notable milestone has been the application of VS to the
nonlinear optical fiber channel [8]. Unfortunately, the computa-
tional efficiency of the Volterra method [8] versus the conven-
tional split-step-Fourier simulation is still debatable. The diffi-
culty is that an excessive number of terms in the series might
be required to obtain good approximations, indicating that the
computational complexity of the Volterra expansion typically
exceeds that of a direct split-step-Fourier computation. Never-
theless, it appears that the potential for useful applications of
VS techniques to optical transmission has hardly been tapped.

In this paper, we take a more modest yet useful step towards
mainstream introduction of VS techniques into optical com-
munication: Addressing the fundamental optical nonlinearity,
namely, the square-law optical detection, we develop a compre-
hensive yet simple Volterra-based model (Fig. 1) for optically
amplified receivers (OARs), deriving insightful new interpre-
tations of the complex interplay between the optical amplifier
(OA), amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), the optical filter
(OF), quadratic optical detection by means of a photodiode (PD)
and postdetection electrical filter (EF).

Superficially, the OAR chain consisting of the OA-OF-PD-EF
does not appear overly complex; however, this seemingly
simple structure has remained elusive for a long time, with
its understanding having been gradually building up over two
decades in scores of papers (e.g., [9]–[21]), the most notable
for our purposes being the works of Lee and Shim [15] and
Forestieri [21] as these papers address generic OAR structures
rather than focusing on specific filters, as do the other works.
At this point, the first-order statistics of the OAR appears to
have been “solved” in principle, culminating in the two distinct
semianalytic procedures outlined in [15] and [21], which were
applied to the analysis of bit error rate (BER) performance
of the OAR advanced modulation formats such as differential
phase-shift keying (DPSK) [22], [23], for which the noise
statistics is markedly non-Gaussian.

In this paper, we further contribute to the theoretical under-
standing, optical engineering intuition, and simulation practice
of the OAR, approaching its modeling by means of the new
Volterra-based analysis tool, addressing two main aspects:

i) deterministic signal propagation, including intersymbol
interference (ISI) effects;

ii) first-order statistics analysis with application to BER
performance, providing a simplified description and
quasi-analytic simulation methodology relative to pre-
vious works, developing various OAR models.

0733-8724/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Optical transmission link with OAR with optical prefiltering and electrical postfiltering.

Multiple works addressing OAR modeling, culminating in
[15], were predicated on Karhonen–Loève (K-L) expansions.
Forestieri’s semianalytic model [21] marked a milestone in
modeling the OAR operation, as he used the simpler K-L
expansion provided by Fourier series (FS) harmonic bases.
His related first-order statistical analysis and BER evaluation
procedure provided the most computationally efficient and
convenient formulation available so far by virtue of using a
smaller basis for the noise expansion than for the signal expan-
sion. That work constitutes our starting point for developing
our approach to OAR modeling. We show that for the cases of
practical interest, the K-L basis functions reduce to a simple FS
basis with uncorrelated coefficients, fully justifying the usage
of the FS basis in our work as well as in [21].

A main contribution of this paper is its development of a
substantially more compact formulation (in comparison with
Forestieri’s [21]) by expanding the input signal and noise in a
common basis and developing the time-domain sampled output
of the OAR as a concise quadratic form (QF)
referred to here as the intermodulation frequency response (IFR)
QF. Here is the sampled electrical output of the OAR,
while is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the sam-
pled input. The elements of the IFR matrix defining this
QF are given simple intuitive interpretation as intermodulation
product responses of two-tone tests. A second contribution is
the new method of derivation of the QF, based on Volterra non-
linear system analysis technique, and the discussion of Volterra
analysis in an optical setting. Once mastered, this modeling ap-
proach may help streamline analysis and design of nonlinear op-
tical systems beyond the quadratic detection case treated here.

We actually develop two versions of the IFR QF—the “slow”
and “fast” variants—both using a common FS basis for the
expansion of the signal plus noise. The “slow” version is first
developed, providing the simplest description but exhibiting
significant computational inefficiency relative to Forestieri’s
method.

A third key contribution is our introduction of a new “fast”
version of the OAR model, which is exponentially more effi-
cient than all previous formulations and also provides the most
compact and insightful description. It should be mentioned that
the QF in a common basis for signal and noise, and the “fast”

approach, were first independently developed (without relying
on a Volterra derivation) by Forestieri and presented in a lec-
ture at Parma University in 2005, not formally published. Sub-
sequently, Nazarathy et al. independently rediscovered these re-
sults and provided a Volterra-based derivation and interpreta-
tion.

A fourth contribution of this paper, previously unavailable to
the best of our knowledge, is the identification of the specific
Toeplitz-like structure for the IFR kernel of the QF,
breaking the IFR matrix into a product of matrices, having
simple intuitive interpretations in terms of the OAR system
components (optical and electrical filters sampled transfer
functions).

This paper is structured as follows. Sections II and III de-
velop an unconventional Volterra exposition of quadratic sys-
tems in the mixed-domain (frequency-time) suited to optical
transmission modeling, starting from the concept of bilinear
superposition. Section IV and Appendix A reduce the contin-
uous-time-frequency Volterra theory description to the discrete
(sampled) domain in both time and frequency. Section V sum-
marizes the key IFR quadratic form, propagating a superposi-
tion of signal and noise through a quadratic system. Section VI
specializes the results to the OAR, evaluating the IFR QF for
the system under study in terms of the frequency responses of
the optical and electrical filters. Section VII applies the IFR
QF to signal propagation through the OAR, exemplifying the
simplicity of evaluation as well as validating our model against
known analytic results. Section VIII derives the first-order sta-
tistics of signal plus noise for quadratic systems at large, and
for the OAR in particular, expressing the moment generating
function (MGF) in terms of the IFR matrix defining the QF.
Henceforth, the inversion of the MGF can proceed as in [21]
to obtain the cumulative distribution function (cdf) according to
conventional techniques such as the saddle point approximation
[25]. Section IX applies the derived BER evaluation procedure
to test cases of OAR systems. Section X compares our IFR QF
to Forestieri’s formulation, providing an alternative rederivation
of the results of [21] under the Volterra formalism. This paper
culminates in Section XI, redressing the deficiency of its pre-
ceding section by introducing the “fast” IFR QF variant, which
is both computational efficient and provides a compact, system-
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atic, and intuitive description Section XII summarizes the al-
gorithmic steps required in the implementation of the “slow”
and “fast” methods, then evaluates and compares their compu-
tational complexities. This section also outlines how to imple-
ment the algorithm [21] in an exponentially more efficient way
than described so far, with complexity in par with that of the
new “fast method,” exponentially faster than the “slow” method.
The concluding remarks in Section XIII summarize this paper
and address future extensions to nonlinear equalizers.

II. VOLTERRA SERIES DESCRIPTION OF QUADRATIC SYSTEMS

This section develops the Volterra theory background requi-
site for our optical applications, departing from the customary
time- or frequency-domain descriptions (e.g., [1] and [2]).
Instead, we introduce an unconventional mixed-domain fre-
quency-time approach, which, to the best of our knowledge,
appeared in related forms in just two Volterra papers out of the
extensive VS literature—[26] and [27]—pertaining to circuit
analysis and to signal processing.

Notationwise, unless otherwise stated, all time-dependent
quantities designate complex envelopes (CEs), e.g., is the
normalized CE corresponding to the real signal (the argument in
brackets is the analytic signal) .
As we treat a purely quadratic nonlinear system, it suffices to
consider just the second-order term in the time-domain VS
expansion of nonlinear systems [1], [2]: A quadratic system is
described by the nonlinear convolution

(1)

This differs from the VS expressions in [1] and [2] by the
presence of a complex conjugation, introduced here to treat a
bandpass representation, as appropriate for optical systems.

A bilinear embedder (BE) is defined as a dual-input second-
order system associated with the quadratic system (1), given by

(2)

This is the continuous-time-domain propagation rule through
a bilinear system. It is apparent that equating the two BE inputs,
i.e., substituting in (2), yields an output
coinciding with that of the quadratic system (1)

(3)

We further assume that the BEs of the quadratic systems
under consideration are Hermitian, i.e.,

(4)

While it is possible to construct non-Hermitian quadratic sys-
tems, the one associated with the OAR will be seen to satisfy
Hermiticity.

The fundamental property used here as the starting point of
the analysis is bilinearity, namely, linearity in the right input and
conjugate linearity in the left input

(5)

In these expressions, the summations may be replaced by in-
tegrals over appropriate continuous-index quantities. Applying
both bilinearity expressions (5) in tandem yields the key bilinear
superposition (BS) property

(6)

As a special case of BS, let . Substituting
into (3) and applying BS yields the biadditive property

(7)

with the signal signal and noise noise terms given by

(7a)
and the cross-term mixing signal and noise

(7b)

with

(7c)
and the last equality in (7b) traced to hermiticity (4).

III. MIXED-DOMAIN VOLTERRA THEORY

In this section, we develop an alternative mixed fre-
quency-time description of Volterra theory, entirely stemming
from taking the BS property as a starting point. This formula-
tion is more convenient for our purposes than the time-domain
propagation rule (1) usually taken as the starting point of
Volterra theory development). To this end, the two inputs to the
BE system are decomposed in the Fourier basis

(8)

and the BS property (6) is invoked, yielding

(9)
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where, in the last equality, we compactly represented the bi-
linear form in Dirac operational notation, and in the next to
last equality we introduced the intermodulation frequency re-
sponse (IFR) function, defined as the time-response of the bi-
linear system to a two-tone test (exciting the system with one
tone in the first input and another tone in the second input)

(10)

The IFR is a function of time, parameterized by the frequen-
cies of the two test tones. The IFR generalizes the linear
systems concept of frequency response (FR), expressed in an
analogous notation .

The output of the associated quadratic system is obtained by
equating the two inputs , yielding an
(integral) quadratic form with kernel given by the IFR

(11)

Equations (9) and (11) provide an alternative a mixed-domain
frequency-time description of Volterra theory.

To evaluate the IFR “continuous matrix” elements (10), we
apply the time-domain propagation rule (2), yielding

(12)

i.e., the IFR is an intermodulation tone at the difference fre-
quency, with complex amplitude given by the Volterra Transfer
Function (VTF) [1], [2]

(13)

expressed as the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the
Volterra kernel (up to a minus sign for due to
our bandpass complex representation).

Substituting the IFR (12) into the BS integral (9) yields

(14)
Performing a change of integration variables ,

, yields , with

(15)

i.e., is identified as the Fourier transform (FT) of the
output expressed as in (15), in terms of the FTs
of the inputs. This alternative derivation of the well-known
frequency-domain propagation rule through a bilinear system
is far simpler than the derivation in the textbooks [1], [2].
Equation (15) is called here weighted cross-correlation (WCC),
as it is reminiscent of a waveforms correlation (apart from the
presence of the VTF weighting factor at the two frequencies
The interpretation of the WCC (15) in the optical context is
that the lightwave frequencies and mix to generate
the output RF difference frequency , the generation of which

involves all pairs of lightwave frequencies separated by , bi-
linearly superposed, i.e., with amplitudes given by the products
of the two input amplitudes, weighted by the VTF.

For bandlimited (BL) inputs, it is readily seen that the spec-
tral extent of the weighted cross-correlation (15) is the sum of
the spectral extents of the inputs. In particular, for a quadratic
system fed by a -BL input, the output is 2 -BL.

IV. QUADRATIC SYSTEMS WITH PERIODIC SAMPLED INPUTS

A. Periodic Signals

Let be time-limited signals over a time-record ,
extended to -periodic signals, bearing FS expansions

(16)

with a similar FS, with coefficients , for .
Let be the response of a bilinear

system to the pair of periodic excitations. Assuming the system
is time-invariant [1], [2], the output is also -periodic, with FS
coefficients . Using the BS property (6), the output is readily
expressed as a bilinear form in the input FS coefficients

(17)

with the frequency sampling step given by the fun-
damental frequency corresponding to time limitation (period-
icity) .

A change of summation variables in (17) yields, similarly to
the derivation of (15), the following discrete-frequency spectral
propagation rule, in terms of the frequency-sampled VTF:

(18)

where the sampled VTF is

(19)

Assume now that not only are the two inputs -time-limited
(TL) but also they are essentially -BL, containing a large but
finite number of harmonic degrees of freedom (DOFs)

(20)

Notice that for real inputs, the harmonics are symmetrical
around dc, i.e., is odd.

While TL signals are never strictly BL, in practice is taken
as the number of harmonics containing 1 of the total signal
energy, setting the effective BW such that a negli-
gible fraction of the total energy of the CE is outside the fre-
quency interval . Treating the approximately BL input
as strictly -BL incurs a residual aliasing error. We have found
that is adequate for good accuracy.

To attain a large time-bandwidth product (TBP) 2 , one
option is to keep the bandwidth (BW) fixed while increasing the
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time record. As our system input is typically pulse amplitude
modulated (PAM), a large but finite number of symbols [or
bits for on–off keying (OOK)] is included in the time record,
yielding

(21)

where for OOK we take to form a pseudorandom binary
sequence (PRBS) sequence. We then periodically extend
with period as in [21]. Taking a longer time record
hardly affects the bandwidth of the PAM random process ,
which is essentially set by the squared FT of the pulse shape

. However, as the time record is increased, a larger TBP
2 is attained, leading to an increased number of DOFs.

B. Sampled Signals

So far, time-continuous quadratic systems have been consid-
ered, with the frequency discretized due to the assumed peri-
odicity of the inputs. Let us now sample in the time domain as
well. The quadratic system output due to a -BL input was
seen to be 2 -BL. The Nyquist sampling rate for the output is
then . We may wish to oversample at the higher rate 2 ,
with . In the frequency domain, sampling corresponds
to folding (periodically extending) the input and output spectra
with periodicity 2 , aliasing the input harmonics outside the
band . Neglecting the out-of-band spectral content,
we represent the input signal as a FS with a finite number of
harmonics

(22)

where . Reapplying the BS property (6) for this finite
linear combination of Fourier basis functions yields a version of
(17) with finite limits

(23)

At sampling rate 2 , there are input
samples spaced taken over the period interval

. is also the number of harmonics in the band ,
labeled . In the time domain,
there are sam-
pling segments fitting in . This is also the number of seg-
ments fitting in the frequency band .
To determine , recall that with the number
of bits in the record and the bit duration. Then,

. The number of samples per bit (symbol)
is then .

Sampling the input FS (22) then yields the samples

(24)

The summation in (24) is essentially (apart from the symmet-
rical limits and a multiplicative constant) a -point inverse DFT

of the vector of input harmonics . The mod-
ified DFT relation is formulated in Appendix B. The -vector

of nonnegligible harmonics of is similarly expressed as a
modified DFT over the time-samples taken over the interval

. Once determined, these two frequency-domain -vectors
may be propagated through the bilinear system according

to (23). Sampling the system output (23) yields the IFR bilinear
form

(25)

where we introduced a discrete-time discrete-frequency
IFR matrix with matrix elements

(26)

Notice that the samples of the analog output (23) are given by
(25) at any sampling rate; however, in order to faithfully repre-
sent the analog output with these samples, it is sufficient to have
the common sampling rate 2 for the inputs and output either
be equal to or exceed the Nyquist rate of the 2 -BL output
signal, i.e., have . Under these conditions, “impulse in-
variance” then holds, in the sense that in sampling the inputs and
output of the quadratic analog system, there is a quadratic dis-
crete-time system with IFR (26) relating the sampled inputs to
the sampled output. This is the signal-processing basis for a dis-
crete-time representation of analog signals propagation through
quadratic systems.

V. KEY RESULT: THE IFR QUADRATIC FORM

Equating the inputs into the bilinear form (25), i.e., taking
, expresses the discrete-time output of the

quadratic system as a simple mixed-domain IFR quadratic form

(27)

where is the frequency-domain representation of the input
(Appendix A), essentially a modified DFT, given by the transfor-
mation (83) acting on the DFT of the vector of
input time-samples [see (82)]

(28)

with a unitary DFT matrix defined as in (80).
It turns out that the QF kernel matrix in (27) is Her-

mitian. Its matrix element (26) has a definite physical
meaning, representing the th time sample of the IFR (response
to a two-tone test) at excitation frequencies corresponding to the

and th harmonics of the periodic inputs.

A. Noisy Signals

Now consider an input , where
are signal and noise components, with the noise taken as sta-
tionary, zero mean, and uncorrelated. The corresponding sam-
pled frequency-domain relation is . Substituting into
the QF and expanding yields the biadditive terms

(29)
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of the IFR matrix for the optically amplified receiver.

where

(29a)

(29b)

and the cross-term mixing signal and noise is

(29c)

Notice that the two quadratic forms, as well as the bilinear
form for the cross-terms above, all involve the same kernel ma-
trix , unlike the expressions in [21] which involve different
matrices. In Appendix B, we provide a Volterra derivation of the
alternative quadratic-linear forms appearing in [21]. The IFR
QFs (27), (29) are a key result of this paper, providing a concise
description of generic quadratic systems. In the next section,
these results are specialized to the OAR.

VI. IFR OF THE OPTICALLY AMPLIFIED RECEIVER

Consider an OAR consisting of the cascade of the OA, OF,
PD, and EF (Fig. 1). As detailed in the Introduction, such re-
ceiver has been the subject of extensive research over decades.

We assume an ASE noise-limited detection regime, wherein
the OA gain is sufficiently high, making the ASE noise dom-
inant over receiver thermal noise. We note that in the case
where thermal noise is not negligible, the analysis may be
extended as indicated in [11] by multiplying the MGF derived
in Section VIII with the MGF of the thermal noise.

As the OF-PD-EF cascade forms a quadratic system, the OAR
sampler output at discrete time is expressed as the IFR QF
(27), with input given by the vector of DFT coefficients of the
input into the OF. It remains to evaluate the IFR matrix (26).
To this end, we first evaluate the analog IFR (10) and associated
VTF (13) by running a two-tone test. The time-domain descrip-
tion of the system is

(30)

We apply the heretofore developed Volterra formalism as fol-
lows. The BE system of the overall OAR is realized as a chain
comprising a conjugate multiplier (CM) preceded by two par-
allel OFs and followed by the EF (Fig. 2), implementing

(31)

e.g., for an ideal photodiode , the
associated two-input BE is .

The linear frequency responses at the two parallel OF outputs
are , yielding the CM output

.
Finally, propagating this difference frequency tone through

the EF yields the overall IFR of the OAR

(32)

Comparison with (12) identifies the OAR VTF as

(33)

The sampled IFR matrix elements (26) then reduce to

(34)

The IFR matrix for the OAR may then be compactly written
as

(35)

with the constituent matrices defined as follows.
• is the VTF matrix, with its el-

ement providing the OAR VTF at excitation frequency
.

• is a Toeplitz matrix associated with the EF, where
the EF transfer function samples are arranged on the de-
scending diagonals from left to right, as suggested by the
“\\” notation introduced here for Toeplitz matrices. The
matrix elements associated with the EF are then

(36)

• is a diagonal matrix containing the frequency-domain
samples of the optical filter along its diagonal

(37)

Finally, is a diagonal
linear phase matrix.

Modeling propagation through the OAR has been reduced to a
simple procedure indeed: Once the OF and EF transfer functions
are specified, the IFR matrix is uniquely determined by
(35); then the OAR sampled output is readily evaluated by the
QF (27), essentially applied to the DFT of the input.

VII. WAVEFORM PROPAGATION THROUGH THE OAR

In this section, we apply the IFR QF formulation to signal
propagation through the OAR, exemplifying the simplicity of
evaluation as well as validating our model against known ana-
lytic results for two special cases.
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Fig. 3. Test case for which closed-form solution may be determined: Lorenzian
optical filter and first-order electrical with nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) input.

I. I&D EF, Flat OF

We start with the “classic” case treated in [9] and [10]: an
integrate and dump (I&D) EF and a frequency-flat OF

(38)

where , and zero otherwise.
We assume an isolated symbol transmission (hence no inter-

symbol interference) such that and . The EF
transfer function is then a sinc with scaling such that its sam-
ples reduce to while the OF frequency samples
are . Substituting these filters into the matrices
forming (35) yields . In turn, substituting this unity
matrix IFR into the QF (27) yields

(39)
where in the third equality we used the unitarity of our DFT
definition (82), in the fourth equality we identified a squared
norm, and in the last equality we substituted the signal and noise
components. The last expression for this I&D case coincides
with the result in [14].

B. Lorenzian OF and First-Order EF With NRZ Input

We now treat the system of Fig. 3, for which an analytic
closed-form expression may be independently obtained

(40)

with denoting the unit step. Direct evaluation of OAR prop-
agation yields the general not-very-illuminating formula

(41)

Substituting (40) into (41) yields a difficult triple integral,
which may nevertheless be evaluated using the Mathematica
symbolic evaluation package, yielding expressions too long to
reproduce, which we used to validate the Volterra method for
this case. We also compared the results with those of a direct
“brute force” numerical evaluation

IDFT DFT IDFT (42)

The results of the three alternative methods for this case are
described in Fig. 4. The correspondence is seen to be perfect be-
tween the brute-force and Volterra methods. The small deviation

Fig. 4. Propagation of a flat NRZ pulse through the OAR of Fig. 3.

of the Volterra and the “brute force” curves from the closed-form
results (the inset of Fig. 4) is evidently due to the finite sampling
aliasing effects.

VIII. FIRST-ORDER STATISTICS AND BER EVALUATION

For the purposes of BER evaluation, including the effects of
ISI, we must derive the distribution of the OAR sampled output
(27), for a discrete-time input vector with deter-
ministic and circular-Gaussian (CG), with
zero mean and covariance matrix 2 (where is the vari-
ance of each of the real and imaginary parts of each CG com-
plex component, is the unity matrix and all matrices below
are ). Transforming to the discrete-frequency domain
by means of the unitary DFT matrix yields

, where is also CG with the same pa-
rameters .

Diagonalizing the QF (27) amounts to diagonalizing the
kernel matrix , which has the form (35) for the OAR
receiver. This is accomplished by first diagonalizing the Her-
mitian time-independent VTF matrix

(43)

Substituting the last diagonal form into (35) yields

(44)

with

(45)

Substituting the diagonalized IFR (44) into the QF (27) yields

(46)

which is a diagonal quadratic form in the transformed vector

(47)
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This vector is circular-Gaussian distributed with mean

(48)

and diagonal covariance matrix , i.e., the trans-
formed vector is white, since the transformation is
unitary. Indeed, as is Hermitian, so is (43); hence its di-
agonalizing matrix is unitary, and since is also unitary,
then so is . The CG components of are then indepen-
dent; hence the output (46) is the linear combination of inde-
pendent distributed random variables, each with two DOFs.
Therefore, the MGF of the output is the product of the in-
dividual MGFs of

(49)
The output MGF at discrete time is determined for the par-

ticular transmission sequence, and the MGF is then inverted to
obtain the cdf as well as the complementary cdf (ccdf)

CCDF (50)

to be used in BER evaluation as described next. The optimal
threshold occurs at the intersection of the conditional prob-
ability density function (pdf) graphs; however, the evaluation
of the pdf may be bypassed provided the (c)cdf is determined
directly from the MGF as the optimal threshold is obtained as

.

We evaluated four MGF inversion methods. The first
three—the Gram–Charlier [29] and the Edgeworth [30] expan-
sions directly yielding the (c)cdf and the direct numeric inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to find the pdf, followed by
integration yielding the (c)cdf—displayed somewhat impaired
convergence and accuracy for the generalized MGFs at hand
(though such methods may work well for other distributions
and different accuracy regimes). Ultimately, we settled on
the saddle point method introduced by Helstrom [25], imple-
menting it precisely as prescribed by Forestieri [21].

In this paper, we mainly treat OOK transmission. Extension
to multilevel signaling is straightforward. For OOK, the condi-
tional error probabilities for the th transmitted bit—the deci-
sion for which occurs at discrete-time , given that a mark/
space was transmitted at that time—are expressed as a function
of the threshold setting

CDF CCDF (51)

The overall BER is the average over all transmitted bits

(52)

where are the OOK information bits [see (21)].
As the input vector contains bits transmitted over the full

signal record , selecting a PRBS symbol sequence

Fig. 5. BER performance comparison for an OAR with matched optical filter
and no electrical postfiltering.

as system input and averaging the bit-by-bit BER over the
bits provides accurate modeling of the effect of ISI.

IX. APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC OAR SYSTEMS

The BER analysis above is now applied to several examples
(Figs. 5–8), validating the Volterra model for BER evaluation
and providing further insight into the sampling effects.

A. Matched OF

The optimum OAR in the sense of ML detection is known to
consist of an optical filter matched to the input optical signal.
In this case, any additional postdetection EF actually detracts
from performance. An analytic expression is available for the
BER performance of the matched OF [21]

(53)

This formula may be used to validate our Volterra-based re-
sults for the BER as described in Fig. 5, which further plots the
results for this same case using the Forestieri method [21]. An
excellent fit between the three methods is apparent in the figure.

We next examine the influence of the sampling rate on BER
accuracy. Evaluating the error probability for the same test case,
we gradually increase the oversampling coefficient . The con-
vergence of the Volterra method to the analytic result as a func-
tion of the sampling rate is studied in Fig. 6, which displays sev-
eral curves parameterized by . Also indicated for each plot is
the out-of-band fraction of energy . A similar study of conver-
gence as a function of the sampling rate is carried out in Fig. 7
for the case of Gaussian optical and electrical filters, addressing
here the same example presented in [21]. Here the frequency
responses of the optical and the electrical filters are given by

, where is the 3
dB bandwidth of the optical filter and is the 3 dB
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Fig. 6. Matched optical filter: aliasing effect (dependence on sampling rate).

Fig. 7. Gaussian optical and electrical filters: aliasing effect.

bandwidth of the electrical filter. There is no analytic solution
available for this case, but the convergence of the curves to a
limit is apparent.

We next illustrate how the effect of chromatic dispersion
(CD) in the optical channel is readily incorporated in the model
by linearly prefiltering the input signals into the IFR QF. Fig. 8
treats a dispersive fiber terminated in the OAR of the previous
example, evaluating the BER performance in the presence of
ISI induced by the linear dispersion. The transfer function
representing the CD filter is

(54)

where is the length of the optical fiber. The group-velocity
dispersion parameter is given by with
the speed of light, the optical wavelength corresponding to the
carrier frequency, and the chromatic dispersion param-
eter. The received signal at the OAR (OF) input is represented

in the discrete-frequency domain as , where
is a diagonal matrix obtained by sampling the CD filter. As

seen in Fig. 8, the BER performance and optimized threshold
obtained by the current Volterra method are virtually identical
to those obtained by the Forestieri method [21].

X. COMPARISON OF THE IFR QF TO FORESTIERI’S METHOD

In this section, we compare our compact IFR QF (27) with
previous approaches to OAR modeling. There have been mul-
tiple works developing various OAR models mainly in terms
of K-L expansions, culminating in [15]. Here we observe that
in most transmission regimes of interest, one can do away with
the complicated determination of the K-L basis functions, using
the simpler Fourier series basis instead. Our observation relies
on a property of stochastic processes that was known long ago
but seems to have been forgotten [28]: For any signal with
asymptotically large TBP (i.e., a very large number of DOFs),
the K-L expansion reduces to a Fourier series

(55)

As in any K-L series, the coefficients are uncorrelated.
Elaborating, let us represent a stationary process in terms
of its -truncation, letting . For asymptotically large

, the truncation is described as a FS with uncorrelated coeffi-
cients. We reiterate that the noise does not have to be necessarily
white for the Fourier basis expansions to be valid. Indeed, as
shown in [28], in the asymptotically large time-bandwidth limit,
the FS coefficients are uncorrelated, even for colored noise.

These arguments rigorously establish that for very large TBP
it is possible to do away with very complex K-L expansions,
replacing the complicated K-L basis functions (e.g., as used in
[15]) by FS harmonics, as practiced here and in [21]. It is for this
reason that we restrict our comparison to Forestieri’s semiana-
lytic FS-based model [21] for deterministic signal propagation
in the wake of ISI effects and his related first-order statistical
analysis and BER evaluation procedure.

Appendix B outlines a more compact rederivation of
Forestieri’s formulas [21] using distinct signal and noise ex-
pansions, albeit based on the Volterra nonlinear formalism.
The Appendix generalizes our treatment of Sections III and IV
by expanding the bilinear system inputs in terms of
two different Fourier bases or, equivalently, using two different
sampling interval grids for the signal and noise (as opposed
to a common basis, interval, and grid used for both inputs
in Section IV). The resulting quadratic linear form (QLF) is
reproduced here for convenience

(56)

with the vectors and matrices detailed in
Appendix B. That result is to be compared with our main IFR
QF result (27), equivalently expressed as

(57)

upon substituting .
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Fig. 8. (a) BER performance and (b) optimized threshold in the presence of ISI induced by propagation through dispersive fiber terminated in an OAR, with
modulation speed of 10 Gb/s, optical wavelength of 1550 nm, and D (�) = 17 ps/nm�km.

Our IFR QF was validated in Sections VII and IX, shown to
yield end results virtually identical with those of Forestieri’s, in
a few applicable cases amenable to direct comparison.

Previous sections provided a Volterra-based derivation of a
QF formulation (27) or (57), using a common basis for signal
and noise, offering further insight by physically interpreting the
kernel matrix elements as intermodulation frequency
responses. Another contribution of this paper, not previously
available to the best of our knowledge, is the identification of
a specific Toeplitz-like structure for the IFR kernel of the
QF (27) or (57), breaking the IFR matrix (35) into a product of
matrices having simple intuitive interpretations in terms of the
OAR system components (optical and electrical filters sampled
impulse responses).

Notice that similar quadratic forms in the sum of signal and
noise previously emerged in the context of fiber nonlinearity
and dispersion managed solitons [31], though not explicitly pre-
senting specific OAR results such as (57) and (35).

An advantage of our IFR QF formula (27) or (57) with kernel
(35) lies in its simplicity and compactness. The essential el-
ement, accounting for our simpler description, is the expan-
sion of signal and noise in the same basis. In contrast, two dif-
ferent expansion bases are used in [21] for the noise and for the
signal, whereby the noise Fourier expansion is over an interval

ending in the sampling time , of duration equal
to the (nonlinear) memory of the receiver, while the signal is ex-
panded over the extended PRBS interval [0, ].

Notice that, on one hand, the selection of different expansion
intervals for signal and noise complicates the formulation, intro-
ducing two generally incommensurate harmonic grids for sam-
pling of the filters frequency responses. On the other hand, while
Forestieri’s formulas seem more complicated, they nevertheless
lead to a significant saving in computational complexity rela-
tive to our IFR QF (27) or (57). This stems from Forestieri’s
method requiring to manipulate equations involving a matrix

of vastly smaller dimension relative to the exponen-
tially larger matrix in (27). The respective sizes of these

two matrices are and ,
with the receiver (nonlinear) memory in bit
intervals the number of samples per bit interval used to
discretize the continuous waveforms and the
end-to-end ISI memory in bit interval units.

The critical computational inefficiency of our approach up
to this point is redressed in the next section, introducing an
improved QF formulation in a common basis for the signal
and noise, attaining computational complexity on the order
of Forestieri’s method while still providing a compact QF
formulation.

XI. EFFICIENT ANALYSIS IN A COMMON FOURIER BASIS

Sections III and IV derived a compact IFR QF in terms of an
expansion of the signal and noise in a common Fourier basis. Al-
though our QF expression (27) or (57) seems simpler and more
insightful than Forestieri’s QLF (56), the outstanding advantage
of [21] remains in its substantially reduced computational com-
plexity for large system dimensions.

In this section, we redress this deficiency of our IFR QF by
introducing an improved QF model, applicable to quadratic sys-
tems at large and to OAR optical systems in particular. The new
model provides as compact a description as that of Sections III
and IV while dramatically reducing the associated computa-
tional complexity. The end result is a modified IFR QF formula-
tion of utmost simplicity yet of computational efficiency on par
with that attained in [21] (exponentially faster than our initial
IFR QF).

Forestieri originally realized that it suffices to expand the
noise over the interval (with the receiver non-
linear impulse response duration) while the signal is expanded
over the much larger interval [0, ] (the duration of the PRBS
sequence). The computational efficiency of his method stems
from using an FS basis of much lower dimension for the noise
expansion, relative to the dimension of the FS basis used for the
signal expansion.
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Actually, the introduction of the concept of impulse response
for nonlinear systems requires some care. For causal and finite-
duration optical and electrical filters, it may be shown that the
duration of the OAR response to an impulse is the sum of
the durations and of the optical and electrical filters,
just as in the case when two linear filters are placed in tandem

. Moreover, for arbitrary inputs , the OAR
output at time is unaffected by the values of the
(signal plus noise) input at times earlier than . It follows
that the response of the end-to-end OAR quadratic system, at
observation time , is entirely determined by the
input values in the last seconds

(58)

This is essentially a statement of the finite memory of the non-
linear OAR system, suggesting that the approach of [21] may
be further improved by expanding both signal and noise over
the same reduced interval of duration equal to the
OAR impulse response (the ISI memory). Our insight is that
the same arguments on causality and finite delay spread should
equally apply to the signal as to the noise; hence there is no
reason not to expand the signal over the same (smaller) interval,
as this unification leads to a more efficient formulation, com-
bining the simplicity advantage of our IFR QF of Section IV as
well as the efficiency advantage of [21]. In detail, recalling that

, inspection of (58) indicates that both the
signal and the noise waveforms outside the interval
are irrelevant for detection at . In our modified approach,
the signal expansion interval is reduced from the duration to
the much shorter duration (over a sliding window ending at

) while the noise is expanded over the same sliding window
interval of . We now have three modeling alternatives, listed
below in chronological order:

i) signal basis over the full duration and noise basis over
a sliding window of duration equal to the receiver
memory [Forestieri’s formula (56)] [21].

ii) common basis for the signal and noise over the duration
of the PRBS sequence [our IFR QF (27) or (57)—see

Sections III and IV];
iii) common basis for signal and noise over a sliding window

of duration equal to the OAR memory (the improved
formulation to follow).

Notice that we typically have , indicating
that methods i) and iii) are far more computationally efficient
than method ii). Indeed, is the duration of a PRBS
(deBrujin) sequence of bits, where is the duration
of the end-to-end impulse response in bits. Then

(59)

with the last inequality valid for say .
Comparing the window sizes of the three methods gives us

the following.
i) The signal is expanded over a fixed (PRBS sequence)

window of samples; the noise is ex-
panded over a much smaller sliding window of
samples (the receiver memory).

ii) Both signal and noise are expanded over the long fixed
window of samples (the sampled PRBS se-
quence).

iii) Both signal and noise are expanded over the sliding
window of of duration equal to the OAR
memory. In an equivalent view, elaborated below, this
method keeps the -window fixed (ending in a
particular sampling time), while cycling through all pos-
sible 2 stochastic realizations of the ISI memory of the
transmitted signal.

In terms of a detailed comparison of the three methods, no-
tice that both ii) and iii) use a common basis expansion for the
sum of signal and noise in terms of a single IFR matrix, which
is a more compact description than having separate bases and
windows for the signal and noise, as in i). While method iii) su-
perficially appears slightly more complicated than ii), in that it
uses a sliding window rather than a fixed window, this sliding
window (equal to the ISI memory) is exponentially shorter than
the fixed PRBS sequence window in ii). Hence iii) is exponen-
tially more efficient than ii), in fact iii) has a comparable ef-
ficiency to Forestieri’s method i). Yet, method iii) essentially
retains the compact description advantage of our initial method
ii), providing a simpler description than i).

Method iii) is then our preferred one in terms of both com-
putational complexity and compactness of description. To intro-
duce this novel method in detail, we remark that the description
above pertained to the signal and noise components at the re-
ceiver (OA) input. Notice that the noise (injected in the receiver
optical preamplifier) just “sees” the receiver memory (
or bits) whereas the signal experiences the fiber dispersion
prior to interacting with the receiver. The first stage in a full sim-
ulation is to deterministically propagate the transmitted PRBS
sequence (of length 2 ) through the dispersive fiber, yielding
the noiselessly received waveform incident onto the receiver.
The output of the fiber propagation is input into the OAR stage.
White noise is conceptually added up to the received determin-
istic signal and the noisy received signal is truncated to the
window , sliding along the record [0, ] from one bit
(symbol) sampling grid point to the next. The signal plus noise is
finally bilinearly propagated through the receiver, working now
over the moving window of duration . The overall noisy signal

input into the quadratic system bears the fol-
lowing FS expansion over the sliding interval

(60)

By applying the bilinearity property to evaluate the sampler
output at , the BS summation (6) now reduces to

(61)
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with the following definition of sampled IFR:

(62)

Defining , (62) is simplified by applying
bilinearity to factor out the phase factors and appearing
in the left and right slots

(63)

Remarkably, the phase factor usually appearing in the IFR
[see (26)] cancels out, yielding a net equality between the IFR
and the VTF over the sliding window of method iii)

(64)

This simple form, independent of the window position and
free of time-dependent phase factors, is an unexpected benefit
of having the window sliding. In particular, for an OAR system,
the IFR matrix reduces to the Toeplitz-like form

(65)

with the constituent matrices defined by their matrix
elements

(66)

diag (67)

in turn obtained in terms of samples of the transfer functions
of the electrical and optical filters, respectively.

Notice that the IFR matrix (65) is now time-independent.
The output sample is now readily expressed as a QF

(68)

in the frequency-domain input vector , which in turn is es-
sentially obtained as in (28) in terms of a modified DFT of a
time-domain vector . Here is the vector of samples
of the noisy waveform at the optical filter input over the sliding
window .

Considering now the first-order statistics of the OAR output.
For a noisy input corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise,
as the noise is stationary, its output statistics remain invariant
as the window slides along. As the IFR matrix
(65) is actually constant over , then not only are its eigenvalues
time-independent but so is its diagonalizing matrix [unlike the
“slow” case (44) wherein the eigenvalues were fixed, whereas
the diagonalizing transformation was time-varying]

(69)

It then suffices to diagonalize this matrix just once. What
changes, however, as the window advances, are the stochastic
realizations of the signal bitstring in the memory window,
which determine the noiselessly received (mean) signal. From
the construction of PRBS sequences, as the observation time

progresses from one bit interval to the next over the interval
[0, ], the sliding window of the last transmitted bits
successively cycles through all possible -bit
strings. The noiselessly received signal in the last bit inter-
vals evolves accordingly as the window slides along. Hence,
the noiseless signal analysis must be redone at each position

to account for different transmitted time-domain sampled
vectors (now indexed by ). The mean of the transformed
signal is calculated as in (48)—repeated here for convenience,

—except that rather than is now
used (i.e., the time-dependent phase matrix is now absent,
whereas is now time-dependent)

(70)

As the signal varies from one bit sampling time to the next,
the matrix multiplication (70) is to be repeatedly evaluated

times. The DFT of the signal window , formally
denoted , is most efficiently repeatedly computed not by
means of direct matrix multiplication but rather through an
FFT, followed by left-multiplications by .

XII. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLEXITY ISSUES

In the previous section, we compared Forestieri’s method i)
with our two methods ii) and iii), henceforth respectively re-
ferred to as the “slow” and “fast” Volterra methods (indicative
of their relative computational complexities), both expanding
the signal and noise in a single base, while the “fast” method
uses a significantly shorter expansion interval than the “slow”
one. In this section, we compare the complexities of the two
Volterra-based methods for evaluating the BER of binary OAR
systems, establishing a dramatic runtime performance advan-
tage of the fast model over the slow one.

It turns out that both the “slow” and “fast” Volterra evalua-
tions may be implemented by an identical sequence of steps,
as described in Table I. The two methods are jointly described
in terms of a computational dimension , defined as

for the slow method (the full length of
the PRBS sequence in samples, rather than bits) and

for the fast method (the OAR delay spread of bits,
or seconds, expressed in sample units).

The complexities quoted for all the steps in the table are
readily ascertained (except for the computational cost of step
IV, which is less immediate). Step I is essentially a linear
filtering operation. The convolution is efficiently evaluated as a
frequency-domain multiplication and two FFTs. In the “slow”
method, step II is essentially redundant as dispersive fiber
propagation is evaluated in the frequency domain. This step
seems costly in the “fast” method, requiring 2 repetitions.
Yet, this does not affect the overall asymptotic complexity, as
the resulting complexity for step II is
still lower than that of the dominant step V.
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TABLE I
EVALUATION STEPS FOR BOTH THE “SLOW” AND “FAST” VOLTERRA-BASED

IFR QF ALGORITHMS FOR BER EVALUATION FOR A BINARY TRANSMISSION

SYSTEM. THE PARAMETER D GENERICALLY DENOTES THE RELEVANT

COMPUTATIONAL DIMENSION FOR THE SLOW AND FAST METHODS,
RESPECTIVELY: D = N 2 ,D = N N

As for step IV, the VTF matrix (43) is
Toeplitz-like: essentially a conjugate similarity transformation
of a Toeplitz matrix through diagonal matrices . Diago-
nalizing (finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of) a Toeplitz
matrix is known to have complexity (essentially
as efficient as the FFT algorithm), provided efficient modern
algorithms are used [33]. Here our matrix is not strictly
Toeplitz but is rather “Toeplitz like,” consisting of a Toeplitz
matrix “wrapped” in the diagonal matrices. We conjecture that
the diagonalization complexity of such a matrix is essentially
that of the core Toeplitz matrix, i.e., . Indeed,
our empirical runtime measurements of diagonalizations of
Toeplitz-like matrices of various sizes, using Mathematica,
indicated a roughly linear dependence on (definitely not
quadratic or higher polynomial), corroborating the conjectured
diagonalization complexity.

The eigenvalues found upon diagonalizing are used in eval-
uating the MGF in step VI, further requiring the mean signals

, evaluated in step V for every bit time .
Notice that the diagonalization of in step IV is performed

just once, rather than being repeated for each bit; hence, as
elaborated below, the overall procedure is dominated by step V,
which is most time-consuming as it incurs quadratic complexity
at each decision time. This indicates that at least for the “fast”
method, having diagonalization less efficient than
would be immaterial, relative to the repeatedly performed time-
consuming step V. However, for the “slow” method, in a case
where an inefficient diagonalization algorithm of polynomial

order were used, not taking advantage of the Toeplitz-like ma-
trix structure, the diagonalization of the huge VTF matrix might
even dominate over step V.

Detailing now step V, this step performs the matrix-vector
multiplications [(48) or (70)] of the frequency-domain signal
vector through matrix products involving the nondiagonal ma-
trix [incurring complexity ] and either
one or both diagonal matrices . The
complexity is for a diagonal matrix. Therefore, the overall
complexity at each decision time is essentially , repeated
2 times, yielding

(71)

Inspecting the table, it is evident that the overall complexity
of the overall sequence of steps is dominated by that of step V.

For the slow method, setting yields

(72)

For the fast method, setting and neglecting for
now the complexity of the operation in (70),
we are left with the complexity of the matrix-vector multiplica-
tion through the matrix

(73)

The ratio of the two complexities is then

(74)

indicating that the fast method is exponentially faster than the
slow method.

Inspecting the corresponding evaluation steps of the
Forestieri model, in particular, there are two time-consuming
steps in the Forestieri evaluation: the signal is processed over
the full PRBS window [rather than the ISI memory window in
method iii)] and the noise statistics evaluation further requires
treating a linear term in the noise [2 in (56)], in
addition to the quadratic term. However, these steps are coun-
terbalanced by the fact that in method iii), extra FFTs (one
for each bit in the information sequence) should be performed
and, depending on the value of , the FFT
may lose its “fast” attribute. Ultimately, the complexity of the
Forestieri method turns out to be on par with the new “fast”
method.

To evaluate the efficiency of [21] in detail, notice that the
noise statistics evaluation requires treating a linear term in the
noise [2 in (56)] in addition to the quadratic term.
The MGF evaluation in [21] is then predicated on generating
the time-dependent vector (92) (or [21, (A.13)]) of length

(the receiver delay spread) expressible as a
matrix-vector multiplication through the matrix of
size to be repeated 2 times, with apparent com-
plexity . Hence, at first
sight, the dominant step of evaluating the MGF at each decision
time (corresponding to step V in the table), appears to have inter-
mediate complexity between the slow and fast methods. How-
ever, more careful inspection reveals that the evaluation of
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may be exponentially sped up by using the FFT-like structure
revealed in (93) of Appendix B, repeated here for convenience

whereby the th component of may be generated in par-
allel over all times as an IFFT of the Schur (elementwise)
product of the th column of with the column vector .
Each such evaluation incurs complexity for the Schur
product and for the IDFT. Repeating this eval-
uation times for all values of , in order to generate all
the elements of (for all discrete times), the dominant com-
plexity of Forestieri’s method [21] amounts to

(75)

Compared with the “fast” method (73), and recalling that
, the ratio of the two complexities is then of

the order of unity

(76)

It follows that the computational complexity of the fast
method iii) actually is practically equivalent to that of the
Forestieri’s method i) when the same number of samples
is used for the noise expansion (i.e., both methods are expo-
nentially faster than the slow method). However, it is shown in
[34] that the “fast” method iii) may require a higher number
of samples relative to method i) in order to achieve the
convergence of both signal and noise. The advantage of the new
method is then in its compactness of representation, as it uses
a common basis for the signal and noise, resulting in a simple
QF without additional linear terms.

As a validation test, we applied the Volterra slow and fast
methods to a common problem, already treated in [32] by means
of the Forestieri method: an RZ binary DPSK dispersive link
with CD index

Gb/s ps/nm (77)

effectively yielding an ISI memory of 5 bits, where is the bit
rate, is the fiber length, and was already defined as
the fiber CD parameter. Our numerical simulations by means
of Volterra methods with Fabry–Pérot OF and
fifth-order Bessel EF yield identical results,
as indicated in Fig. 9. The CD penalty is approximately 4.5 dB
at BER of 10 , consistent with the result in [32], i.e., both are
demonstrated to be equivalent in terms of their numerical results
(and one of the methods was already shown to be equivalent to
that of [21]), though they differ in their computational complex-
ities and relative descriptive simplicities.

XIII. CONCLUSION

Volterra-based techniques have been applied in this paper
to streamline the precise modeling of optically amplified re-
ceivers, accounting for ISI effects and the exact non-Gaussian

Fig. 9. Comparison of the “slow” and “fast” IFR QF methods applied to a bi-
nary DPSK dispersive fiber link. The perfect match between the methods is ap-
parent. For comparison, we also plot (solid line) the BER performance of a cor-
responding ideal DPSK system (matched filter, dispersionless).

noise statistics at the photodetector output. End-to-end propaga-
tion through the OAR has been described by a single compact
quadratic form (27) for the sum of signal and noise, naturally de-
composing into , , and components. We treated
two new models, both expanding the signal and noise over the
same interval but differing the nature of this common interval.
In the “slow” Volterra method, the expansion interval is the full
extent of a PRBS sequence. In the “fast” Volterra method, the
expansion interval is the OAR memory. The “fast” method pro-
vides efficiency in par to Forestieri’s method [21], and both are
exponentially faster than the slow method. The advantage of the
new “fast” method is then in its compactness of representation,
as it uses a common basis for the signal and noise, resulting in
a simple QF without additional linear terms.

The derivation methodology in terms of Volterra nonlinear
techniques is also of value. Our adaptation of the Volterra gen-
eral tools to the quadratic nonlinearity of the OAR paves the way
for wider applications. Future directions of study include exten-
sions to advanced modulation formats to higher order nonlin-
earities and to future generations of Volterra nonlinear equal-
izers [6], [7], potentially providing higher performance than
the linear equalizers typically used for electronic compensation.
The second-order statistics of the OAR output and of more gen-
eral nonlinear systems will also be treated by Volterra tools.

APPENDIX A
DFT RELATIONS FOR FINITE FOURIER SERIES

Here we derive a DFT relation between the
harmonics of a -BL signal and its time samples taken at the
Nyquist sampling rate. Equation (24) is rewritten as

(78)
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where

(79)

Introduce a unitary DFT matrix with elements

(80)

Inspection of (78) indicates that the sequence of time-samples
of is given by the IDFT of

(81)

Here is a -vector, excluding the last sample of the
samples over , which equals to the first sample

due to the periodicity. Conversely, from time to frequency

(82)

Once the -vector is determined, it is possible to obtain
the -vector of two-sided harmonics, according to

(83)

APPENDIX B
VOLTERRA DERIVATION OF FORESTIERI’S RESULT [21]

In this Appendix, the two inputs into the bilinear
section are expanded in two different bases, over two different
sampling intervals and grids, leading to a Volterra-based red-
erivation of a key result of [21] and further providing intuitive
interpretations of the matrix elements in terms of two-tone tests.
Using two different bases for expanding the two inputs is al-
ready provisioned in the BS summation (6), wherein the two
bases for the two inputs are generally as-
sumed distinct. Specifically, let us take our approximately time-
and bandwidth-limited inputs as “signal” and “noise,” switching
the notation from to . We represent the signal
and noise inputs in FS bases with different fundamental fre-
quencies, corresponding to different time-limitations, respec-
tively, taken as . Moreover, we also allow an arbitrary
relative shift between the two expansion intervals for signal
and noise, which are taken without loss of generality as
and . In fact, the end-time is taken to coincide
with the observation time at the th sampling point of the output

. The expansions in the two FS bases then read

(84)

It is our objective to evaluate of the total output

(85)

in response to a signal plus noise input [where the last equality
follows from (7)]. The term is evaluated by applying
the BS (6), yielding

(86)

with the following sampled IFR

(87)

with the last expression obtained after some algebraic manip-
ulation involving bilinearity. The and terms are
evaluated as follows:

(88)

(89)

with the relevant IFRs given by

(90)

The evaluation of above is virtually identical to that of
(26). As for , it is remarkable that the phase factors usu-
ally accompanying the IFR [see (26)] cancel out (the derivation
of this fact uses bilinearity to factor phase factors out of the left
and right slots).

The bilinear and quadratic forms (87)–(89) are finally ex-
pressed in compact matrix form and substituted in (85), yielding
a key result equivalent to that of [21]

(91)

where we defined

(92)

such that .
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Viewed as a function of (for fixed signal ), (91) consists of
the summation of a quadratic form, a linear form, and a constant,
an expression referred to as a QLF, as first developed in [21], pa-
rameterized by three different matrices ,
the matrix elements of which are, respectively, given by (87)
and (90). Each of these matrix elements may be insightfully
interpreted as the output of a two-tone test. For example, the

th matrix element of is the complex amplitude
of the system response due to the th harmonic of the signal
and the th harmonic of the noise, with the two expansions
over different intervals.

A critical element in the algorithm [21] is the evaluation of
the vector (92) for every discrete time . The complexity
of multiplication by the matrix may be exponentially
reduced by manipulating the th component of as follows:

(93)

where denotes the Schur (elementwise) product of two vectors
of the same length and IDFT designates a version of the
IDFT acting on indexes symmetric around the origin, similar to
the discrete Fourier transform version in Appendix A, and the
left superscript indicates that the IDFT discrete-time domain
output is indexed by .
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